TRAINING FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
REFILLABLE WITH WATER
IN LESS THAN 5 MINUTES

Essential at any fire safety training session, the LEADER training extinguisher has all the
characteristics of a real fire extinguisher except that refilling is much
faster, simpler and less expensive than with conventional extinguishers.

KEY POINTS
uu
uu
uu
uu

Economical
Quick and easy to set up
Low maintenance
Three versions available

3 VERSIONS AVAILABLE

Auxiliary pressure fire extinguisher

Permanent pressure fire extinguisher

CO2 type fire extinguisher

Ref : V90.90.000

Ref : V90.90.001

Ref : V90.90.023
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QUICK AND EASY TO SET UP
uu
uu
uu
uu

Identical handling and appearance to standard extinguisher
Handles well
Quality spray
Duration:
- Auxiliary and permanent pressure fire extinguishers: 30 seconds (6 litres at 15 bar)
- CO2 type fire extinguisher: 30 seconds (2 litres at 15 bar)

SIMPLE, INEXPENSIVE REFILLING
uu Fire extinguisher pays for itself in less than seven refills: uses water at 15 bar to
simulate the extinguishing agent
uu Refill by trainer in less than 5 minutes
uu Removable head with wide opening on screw thread for quick and easy refilling

SIMPLE TO PRESSURISE USING
uu A foot pump (not included)
uu A 15-bar compressor (not included)*
- Either using the “Schrader” type valve from the fire extinguisher
- Or using a connector that fits on the spray hose
*15 bar compressor: consult us

TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Height: 58 cm
Diameter: 15 cm
Weight: 4.3 kg
Maximum capacity of tanks:
uu Auxiliary pressure fire extinguisher: 6 litres
uu Permanent pressure fire extinguisher: 6 litres
uu CO2 type fire extinguisher: 2 litres

CAUTION
These fire extinguishers are designed for training use only. They must not be used or installed as standard fire extinguishers.

As part of our policy of constant research to improve our products, we reserve the right to modify our products’ technical characteristics at any time
without notice. Images not contractual.
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